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FROM THE EDITOR
For some of us it has been a hectic start to the new year, what with the various
interstate carnival appointments, the Victorian under-age championships and,
for a small number of CV Panel Members, the National Cricket Inclusion
Championships involving intellectually disabled, deaf and blind cricketers from
the various States. While only four States fielded teams for the blind section, all
States (except the Northern Territory and the ACT) were represented in the
other two sections. Most of the umpires, as well as the players, were
accommodated for the week in the “rather palatial” residential accommodation
at Deacon University, Waurne Ponds campus and the matches were played on the various cricket
fields in the Geelong area. For me, personally, it proved to be a most enjoyable week of cricket
and it was just marvellous to see these different groups of players “on the park” participating in our
great game. The Lord Tavernier’s President, Paul Sheahan, had to be congratulated for the
manner with which he hosted the Sunday evening opening ceremony for the Carnival by
conducting quite enlightening interviews with a panel, which comprised one representative from
each of the inclusion sections participating in the carnival.
For the avid readers of “Law 43” I should apologise that there was no January Issue, due in part to
the “business of January” as mentioned above. But in this issue, it is again the turn of President,
Alan McCarthy, to offer readers his “Musings.” Jason Leonard-Scott has his now regular column
and we all look forward to our first-hand view of the new Victorian Cricket and Community Centre
at the Junction Oval.
Many thanks to Daryl Brigham for sharing his experiences at the Under 19 National Carnival in
Tasmania and likewise to Mattis van Eck who was chosen this season to take part in the
CV/SACA umpire exchange. I should hope to be able to bring you the SACA representative report
of this exchange in the March Issue.
It would not be inaccurate to say that certain members of our Victorian Umpires’ Panel are
“maturing” and in this issue I am pleased to bring you a report by “Yet Another Victorian
Quincentenarian”, Russ Turner, as is highlighted with the front-page photograph. It is clear that
Russ enjoyed his 500th Premier appointment, and I trust his partner for the occasion, Malcolm
Gunn, did likewise. Many thanks to Russ for the summary of this special milestone match.
While President, Alan McCarthy continues to reveal his literary skills with yet another “Macca’s
Book Review”, I commend to readers his article entitled, “The Case of the Dancing Spider” which
clearly had its origins in a cricket match somewhere in “country Victoria” where such potentially
dangerous arachnids loiter within the confines of Umpires’ changing rooms. I should like to thank
Alan for this article which I trust readers will enjoy. Quite clearly, it could have been published with
significant literary reward in some detective series but Alan has chosen to assign the copyright to
the VCAUSA “Law 43.” Many thanks, Alan.
In other items of interest, I commend to you the introduction to the new Scorers’ Representative on
the VCAUSA Committee of Management and to the forthcoming social events, as summarised in
the back-page calendar.
Trevor Finlayson
-----------------------------------------------------
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… AND THE PRESIDENT – PRESIDENTIAL MUSINGS
Happy 2018 to all our umpire and scorer members and to our readers.
Members involved in State Championship matches across three age levels for
boys and girls would have seen few players wearing broad brim hats. Given
January’s weather, it is surprising that a hat that protects the head, face, neck
and ears, wasn’t available for all players.
The VCAUSA Committee of Management has recently welcomed scorer
member, and former umpire, David Meagher, to the committee. At our last
meeting on 23rd January we discussed the current Cricket Victoria and State
Championship heat policies. The Committee of Management is preparing a
position paper on the topic and all members are invited to submit proposals or
comments to the Secretary, Gerry Schembri, for consideration.
At our Annual General Meeting in August, 2017 a member queried why the VCAUSA is a
voluntary association rather than a compulsory one. As a result, we are writing to other State
umpiring and scoring associations around the nation to compare what we offer and how we do
business. We will report on our findings.
The next meeting of the Committee of Management is on Tuesday, 6th March at 7 pm at Vice
President Tony Ventura’s home. Any member is welcome to attend, just let Tony know you are
coming (email: tony.ventura@hydrochem.com.au or Tel: 0409 024 104). If you can’t attend but
would like to have an issue or idea discussed, please contact any member of the committee.
The next social cricket match to prepare for the defence of the Crockett Shield in Melbourne
during Easter, 2019, will be on Sunday, 11th March, 2018 at 11 am at the Mount Waverley
Recreation Reserve, against the Mount Waverley Veterans. Please contact organisers Tony
Ventura and John Richards to advise them of your availability.
John Arlott wrote, “Cricket is a most precarious profession; it is called a team game but, in fact, no
one is so lonely as a batsman facing a bowler supported by ten fieldsmen and observed by two
umpires to ensure that his error does not go unpunished.” And then two scorers record it for
posterity’s sake.
Alan McCarthy
------------------------------------------------------

RECENT SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES
500 games
350 games
250 First XI games
200 games
150 games
50 games

Russ Turner
Colin Hall
Mark Hanton
Russell Hubbard
Frank Fabris
Sudhakar Balreddygari

Round 15
Round 14
Round 16
Round 16
Round 14
Round 14

-------------------------------------------------------
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FROM THE DESK OF THE UMPIRE & COACH EDUCATION
MANAGER
After more than ten years of negotiations with consecutive governments, and
just over two years of construction, the Victorian Cricket and Community
Centre (VCCC) is finished. This marks the end of over forty years of
occupancy at CV House in Jolimont. We shall be utilising the array of high
performance facilities for our T&D sessions, Winter Classes, SinS and other
meetings. The VCCC project provides a year-long home for Cricket Victoria
and a second, world-class facility, capable of hosting everything from
community cricket, to Sheffield Shield Finals, to ICC World Cup T/20
matches… all of which will be happening within the first two years of use. I’m
not sure how much Premier Cricket will be played at the new Junction Oval,
but those who have already stood in matches there have remarked how amazing it is. Surely this
facility will quickly become a ‘bucket list’ item for most of us!
Celebrating Success:
 Mattis van Eck: appointment to the 3v4 playoff at the SSA Under 15 Boys National
Championships
 Jason Mistry: appointment to the Women’s Division Grand Final at the National Indigenous
Championships in Alice Springs
 Phil Gillespie: on-field appointment to the BBL Grand Final in Adelaide
 Shawn Craig: on-field appointment to the BBL Grand Final in Adelaide
 Geoff Joshua: third umpire appointment to the BBL Grand Final in Adelaide
 John Ward: on-field appointment to the WBBL Grand Final in Adelaide
 Sarah Fishley, Mark Malmberg and Sahan Weerasekera: appointment to the WP T/20 Grand
Finals
 David Shepard: appointment to the PM’s XI v England T/20 match at Manuka Oval, Canberra
 Steve Brne, Dale Ireland & Daryl Brigham: on their outstanding seasons on the State Panel
Looking towards finals, it is always the hardest time to be an umpire, with the anxiety around
possible finals panel appointments. It can sometimes be difficult to maintain focus. We have three
full days of cricket before any decisions are made regarding invitations to umpire finals. Please
remain ‘in the moment’ and concentrate on the game at hand.
As a reminder:
 all appointments are merit based
 just because you’ve had a great season, it doesn’t mean others haven’t as well
 96 umpires can’t get a game when there are only 44 spots in week 1 of finals… it gets even
harder from there
 I greatly value individual character… one of the best indicators of this is how someone deals
with adversity and disappointment. Be happy for your peers… celebrate and congratulate them,
as they will do for you when your time comes.
 I also value humility, so please be mindful of others who may not have been given the same
honour as you.
I shall be looking at providing more opportunities for professional development, especially around
high performance, so stay tuned to your emails, especially in the ‘off’ season. See them well!
Jason Leonard-Scott
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CRICKET TASMANIA U19S 2017 – FROM ARMAGEDDON TO THE
SUBLIME!
In early December last year Steve Brne and I represented the Cricket Victoria umpires’ panel at
the National Under 19 carnival – this edition held in Tasmania.
I officiated in eight 50-over matches over the two weeks of the carnival. There was a slight change
in the format this year with a day added to the carnival to allow for a rest day before the final day
of competition. The carnival brought 10 State and CA Development Panel umpires together from
around the country – 2 Victorians, 2 from WA, 1 from Qld, 1 from Tassie and 4 from NSW.
We stayed in Hobart for the first three nights before heading to Launceston for five nights and then
returning to Hobart for the final five nights. Meeting and socialising with other umpires is one of the
best elements of a trip away like this – camaraderie quickly develops in the group and we end up
spending most of our free time together.
For the duration I roomed with Anthony Hobson from NSW – an umpire I hadn’t met before
attending this carnival. Anthony and I got on really well and had plenty in common. Anthony is a
Fitter and Turner by trade from Newcastle, who travels down the highway 2+ hours each week to
officiate in the Sydney Premier Cricket competition. He is an ex-bowling all-rounder who was good
enough to represent the Newcastle Cricket Association in NSW country rep games. He juggles
work and a young family to follow his passion for umpiring and is a very polished operator on and
off the field.

Under 19 National Carnival Umpires
(LR): David Taylor, Anthony Hobson,
Daryl Brigham & James Hewitt

Over the course of the carnival I was paired up with a
different umpire in each game – only missing out on
umpiring with Darren Close from Tasmania – who went
on to umpire the final with Troy Penman from NSW. One
of the highlights for me was to umpire a game with Claire
Polosak from NSW – Claire being the leading female
umpire in Australia and currently on the CA Development
Panel. Claire was a strong leader in the group, ensuring
the group knew where we’d find each other after games,
organising dinner venues as well as managing our group
WhatsApp messaging page.

In the match we umpired, I sensed the players were
genuinely chuffed to have Claire participating at the
carnival and officiating their game. She has been a trailblazer in cricket umpiring in this country
and I think will be remembered as the pioneer of what will become a lot more regular sight in years
to come. In fact, my prediction is that the women’s game will soon enough be officiated primarily
by women.
We arrived in Hobart to a very bleak scene. Persistent and heavy rain fell throughout the day and
was forecast to persist throughout the evening. Around 100 mm eventually fell in parts of Hobart –
which was unprecedented for that time of year. As a result, four of the five games scheduled for
the day after we arrived were called off. The only game that survived was the contest I was
appointed to between Tasmania and NSW Metro at Kingston Twin oval. Kingston Twin oval is a
modern twin cricket/AFL facility with picturesque views down toward the Derwent River. While the
outfield had drained remarkably well, Glen Stubbings and I decided to start an hour late due to
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some sweating on the pitch. With 60 minutes of ‘no playing time lost’ part of the PCs, this proved
to be a good GWL decision – the pitch played well and the game was a tight tussle all day. NSW
Metro finished their 50 overs at 4-269. Some late tail-end runs resulted in Tasmania needing two
runs off the final delivery for what would have been an upset win. Tasmania’s captain, Dylan Hay
(the son the Kingston Twin oval curator) was at the strikers end to face the final delivery. Dylan
could only manage a single off that last ball (delivered by Austin Waugh) before being run-out
attempting the winning run. The resultant tie left both sides with a solitary point – perhaps fittingly
– as this left all teams, including the eight that had their games abandoned, level on one point.
Personally, it was good to get a game under the belt while the other umps wandered around
Hobart city wondering what to do with themselves. It was also a good opportunity to be assessed
by Steve Davis - our most experienced match referee at the carnival and a top bloke to boot.
Round 3 saw me draw the long straw to be officiating at
the University of Tasmania (UTAS) oval in Launceston.
UTAS is the signature oval in Launceston that plays host
to the games Hawthorn play when it comes to town during
the AFL season. This year, UTAS had two drop-in pitches
at the venue. The ground only hosts limited games of
cricket however I understand that the aim is to increase
the number of games once the outfield undergoes a
refurbishment which is scheduled to commence in August
this year. The outfield at UTAS was absolutely first class
and the pitch was spot-on for a 50-over contest. WA
played host to the CA XI for this game – the CA XI being
Kingston Twin Oval on Day 1 of the
Carnival
an invitational squad made up of the best performing
under 17 players from the Under 17 carnival held some
weeks earlier in Brisbane. CA XI played very competitive cricket throughout the carnival, ultimately
reaching the final against NSW Metro. In this match, CA XI set WA 247 to win. In a run chase that
ebbed and flowed. WA were 9-down going into the final over, needing something like 12 runs to
win. A top edge that found the boundary and a dropped catch at long-on early in the over gave WA
a winning chance. They too needed two runs from the final delivery to secure victory. A miss-timed
lofted drive ultimately fell safe between the bowler and the long-off. Only one run could be scored
however, with both teams finishing tied on 246. Officiating two entertaining ties in three games is
something I’ll remember for some time.
My 5th game was also noteworthy for its brevity. It this match the CA XI skittled SA for just 67 in
28.1 overs. The CA XI, led by an intelligent 33 not out by future Cricket Victoria prospect
Mackenzie Harvey, passed the target in the 13th over with four wickets down. The game finished
30 minutes or so before the scheduled innings break, leaving myself and colleague Troy Penman
with plenty of spare time in the afternoon to recharge the batteries. I finished up driving to Cataract
Gorge to have a refreshing dip in the local pool that overlooks the beautiful backdrop the Gorge
has to offer.
My other notable game was the ‘plate’ game between the 9th and 10th placed teams after the first
five rounds. This game was held on the day while the other eight teams were playing quarter
finals. Unfortunately, for a staunch supporter of the Big V, the bottom-placed teams after four
rounds were Vic Metro and Vic Country! Claire and I officiated this game, played at Ferguson
Park which is located about 30 minutes outside of Hobart in the small town of Pontville just out of
Brighton. It was a game played in a good competitive spirit with Vic Country falling six runs short of
the Vic Metro total of 2/232.
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The Facilities and the Weather
The playing conditions were generally excellent – with the quality and consistency of the outfields
a stand-out. Some of the pitches in Launceston were a touch dry which resulted in low, slow
turning decks that made scoring difficult; however, on the whole I was very impressed with the
commitment and effort that had obviously been put in to the grounds in the lead-up to the event.
My last game at Lindisfarne Oval probably sums up my experiences. A beautifully picturesque oval
with views of the Derwent Bridge, a terrific wicket and outfield, welcoming club volunteers and
perhaps the cleanest cricket clubrooms I’ve come across. Makes umpiring a pleasant experience
and certainly beats sitting at a desk all day! In this game Qld chased down the target score of 227
set by Vic Metro in the 49th over.
As it turned out I didn’t lose an over to rain in the eight games I umpired, with the weather ranging
being 20-28 all carnival – sublime umpiring conditions! Ultimately, NSW Metro went on the win the
final in convincing fashion over the CA XI. They were a very professional unit with great leadership
and cricket smarts on display.
Players to Watch
This carnival provided me another opportunity to witness
up close the best young cricketing talent in the country.
Here are a few of the players who stood out in my
matches:
Ryan Hackney
I’ve umpired Ryan at three carnivals now – the Under
17s in the 2015-16 season and the past two U19
carnivals. In all carnivals Ryan has been a stand-out
opening bat. Ryan scored a century for NSW Metro in
the first game that I umpired and went on to score 382
runs for the carnival at an average of 63.67.
Lloyd Pope

Rest day trek through Cataract Gorge
(LR): David Taylor, Glenn Stubbing,
Claire Polosak, Anthony Hobson, Daryl
Brigham, Trent Steenholt, Darren Close,
James Hewitt, Troy Penman & Steve Brne

Lloyd is a SA leg-spinner who bowls a ‘wrong-un’ that
seems to deceive many batsmen. Lloyd is a distinctive
character, sporting a tangled mop of bright orange hair
that will no doubt catch the eye of marketers around the country. He is also a fiercely competitive
cricketer. He was one of the leading wicket takers at the event, claiming 15 wickets at an average
of 17.13. At the time of writing, Lloyd is playing for the Australian U19’s in the World Cup in NZ.
And of course a few Vics…
Wilson McGillivray
Wilson is a genuine fast bowler with more improvement to come. He took a carnival high 16
wickets, including two hat-tricks, the first coming in a game I umpired where I gave the first two
batters out LBW to yorkers, with Wilson knocking over the third with another yorker spot on target.
Tom Rogers
Tom captained Vic Country and consistently made runs throughout the event, making a century in
the game that I umpired in which Wilson took a hat-trick. Tom finished the carnival with 410 runs
@ 68.33 – the leading run scorer at the carnival. I look forward to see Tom develop while playing
at Melbourne University.
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Jon Merlo
Jon captained Vic Metro, making runs and taking wickets. Jon is a stand-out leader and always
respects the role of the umpire. He was rewarded with selection in the Australian Under 19 team
selected for the World Cup – which I think illustrates how far the game can take you if you give it
everything. Jon made 183 runs @ 30.5 and took 12 wickets @ 14.00.
Rest-days
While we had a busy on-field schedule, we did have opportunities to enjoy a fair chunk of
Tasmania. On our road trip to Launceston, new national
umpire developer Richard ‘Patto’ Patterson set us an
‘Amazing Race’ challenge which ensured we took in the
sites of Richmond, Ross and other historical towns along
a scenic route to the north of the state. On our rest day in
Launceston, we walked from town around Cataract
Gorge and back to the Hotel which kept the legs ticking
over between games!
On the trip back to Hobart we headed to the East Coast
and drove through some great coastal holiday spots like
Bicheno and Swansea. On a rest day in Hobart a few of
View over the Derwent from Mount
Wellington
the crew took the trip to Port Arthur while I joined another
car load that journeyed up to the top of Mount Wellington
for some stunning views of Hobart and surrounds. In the afternoon, I took the ferry along the
Derwent to the MONA museum and enjoyed a ‘cultural’ experience.
Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to participate in the carnival. It is quite a challenge;
the time away from family at a busy time of year, the dynamics of being in a team environment, the
balance between enjoying oneself and ticking all the CA boxes associated with umpiring at this
level as well as being observed and assessed throughout by CA match referees; but well worth
the effort.
Daryl Brigham
-------------------------------------------------------

SCORER RECRUITED TO VCAUSA COMMITTEE OF
MANAGEMENT

David Meagher (second
from left) at his last
Umpiring commitment with
Mohan Nair: Ringwood vs
Melbourne (Womens)

“Law 43” is very pleased to announce that after a couple of seasons
without a Premier Cricket Scorer on the Committee of Management,
as is required under the VCAUSA Constitution, the position has at
last been filled. Dr David Meagher who until recently had been a
member of the CV Premier Umpiring Panel, has resigned as an
umpire and has taken on the position of Second XI Scorer for the
Fitzroy Doncaster Club. At the same time, David agreed to join the
VCAUSA Committee of Management as the Scorer representative.
Any Premier Scorer who would like to raise issues of concern to
Scorers, with the VCAUSA Committee, is most welcome to contact
David at the following email address: dmeagher@a1.com.au
(Ed.)
------------------------------------------------------
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THE 2017-18 SACA EXCHANGE
Over the weekend of 6th and 7th January I was fortunate enough to participate in the SACA
exchange and umpire a game over in Adelaide. The week leading up to the weekend ran
smoothly, I read and reread the PCs, packed my bag nice and early and got in touch with my
partner for the weekend, Bruce Stribley – standard preparation. Everything went well until I arrived
at The Oaks Embassy in Adelaide, where I was staying and discovered my phone wouldn’t
charge. Not a major issue, but facing a weekend without contact to the outside world (and even
worse, no way of taking photos for “Law 43”), definitely didn’t fit into my standard preparation. I
used the last bit of battery life to reconfirm the morning plans, then went for a walk around
Adelaide to relax and acclimatise.
On Saturday, Bruce and I were joined at the ground by
Lynton Donisthorpe, one of the SACA umpire coaches,
who stopped by to introduce himself and take a few pics
of Bruce and me at the start of the match. The two of
them made me feel very welcome as we went over a few
points of the PCs and the general way games run in SA
that might be different to Victorian Premier Cricket.
The fixture was Glenelg District CC vs Adelaide University
CC. Uni won the toss and oddly hesitated before electing
to bat on a day on which temperatures were forecast to
reach 39°. The heat turned out to not be too bad at
Glenelg due to the proximity to the coast and the cool
change hitting us nice and early during the 1st over after
lunch.
The first ball of the day set the tone for what would be
some hostile bowling throughout the match, as Chad
Bruce Stribly (left) and Mattis van Eck take
Sayers delivered a well-directed short ball that the the field at Glenelg, during the CV/SACA
batsman was only able to top edge for 4. I think I saw exchange, 6th and 7th January, 2018.
more fast, short-pitched deliveries over these two days
than I have in an entire season before. The pitch did not offer much sideways movement, so the
quicks were left with few other options to contain
the scoring and take wickets. Uni were in a spot of
bother after sliding from 1/29 to 4/29. That is, until
Kuldeep Pegu and Ben Ellis rebuilt the innings with
a well-paced partnership of 144. With two set
batsmen at the crease, it was going to take
something special for Glenelg to get a
breakthrough. That something special was a
legside stumping off the 7th legal ball of an over
(yup, bit embarrassing). With Pegu gone, Ellis
soldiered on to end on 136 not out, while wickets
fell around him, as Uni posted a below par 265 all
out from 79.1 overs. Glenelg made a solid start to
their innings, ending Day 1 on 1/63 from 14 overs.
Mattis an Eck officiating at Glenelg (Glenelg vs
Adelaide University, 6th January, 2018)
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gathering at the Maid of Auckland. It was a great opportunity to catch up with some of their guys I
met over the Crocket Shield weekend and make some new friends. A few beverages were had
while we exchanged stories, moaned about the heat and watched the Renegades get one over the
Stars.
On Day 2 Lynton stopped by again to observe us for the 1st session before he had obligations to
fulfill at another fixture. He provided some valuable feedback at lunch and submitted a more
detailed report later on. Some valuable insights from a very experienced umpire.
On field, not much noteworthy happened on Day 2. Due to the lack of movement offered by the
pitch, we witnessed a lot more short-pitch bowling. However, with a small target, the Glenelg
batsmen were able to be selective with their shot making and eventually passed the Adelaide Uni
total half an hour after lunch, five down. I’m happy to report that every over on Day 2, bar the last,
had exactly six legal deliveries.
Post-match was a nice new experience for me, as SACA hold captains’ meetings between the two
captains, two umpires and an umpire coach. Luckily there wasn’t much to discuss as everyone
was in agreement on the quality of facilities, umpires’ performance and other matters covered by
the report.
Overall the weekend was a thoroughly enjoyable experience. The lessons learned and knowledge
obtained have already benefitted me in my umpiring since my return. Thank you very much to
everyone at CV and SACA for organising the exchange and allowing me to participate in it. Long
may the bond between our organisations continue.
PS: The phone saga had a happy end thankfully. It started working again on Saturday evening
and there were enough photographers around that I didn’t even need it as a camera.
Mattis van Eck
------------------------------------------------------THE VCAUSA COMMITTEE
INVITES YOU AND YOUR PARTNER
TO A THEATRE NIGHT
AT THE WHITEHORSE CENTRE
397 WHITEHORSE ROAD NUNAWADING
When: Thursday 24th May 2018
Final replies and nos attending must be sent to
John Collins before
15th March 2018
Cost for tickets - $38.00 pp
Monies to be paid into following bank account
BSB 633-000
Account 156125593
Ref : Guys & Dolls with your name.
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YET ANOTHER VICTORIAN QUINCENTENARIAN
Quite a distance out from the milestone match approaching I chatted with, at first our previous
Umpire Manager Richard Patterson, then later with the incumbent, ‘The Hyphen’, to ensure the
day would go smoothly and most likely be an enjoyable experience. To assist in this process I was
hopeful to be able to be on-field with Melbourne playing Northcote at the Albert - two clubs I
believe play the game in the right spirit and always fun to be around. I was not to be disappointed.
Choosing a colleague was easy as there are only two others on the Panel who commenced in the
same season as myself – Malcolm Gunn and Graeme Lloyd. I did not want to interrupt Graeme
from his mentoring duties in the lower XIs so Malcolm,
‘who obviously needs a little mentoring’ after so many
matches in the Twos, and also due to his well-known
moniker of “Mr Invisible”, became my partner for the
match. To say we enjoyed the match immensely would be
an understatement – Malcolm allowed me to choose an
end and he duly finished up with the ‘working end’, what a
generous chap that Malcolm is!! I really think he wanted to
check out the hotel from his end – and yes he informed
me early on Day 1 there was a gentleman on one of the
higher levels drying himself with a towel whilst watching
the cricket after showering. How Malcolm knew it was a
man I did not ask!!!
LR: Russ Turner, Grant Waldron, Ash
Bruce Wilson, duty manager at Melbourne CC, informed
Middlin & Malcolm Gunn, at the Toss
us both he organised for the two teams to form a guard of
honour when we took the field. I was highly appreciative of both clubs for the honour. Maybe there
would not be a similar reception at the completion of the
match?
I had the first over of the match and proceeded to wait
until after tea before I was asked any questions regarding
events in the match – most questions were of an
inquisitive nature from the Northcote lads as to my career.
Most were astounded to know that up until this match I
acquired 1065 lbws in the affirmative - a story that seems
to have grown legs over the past season or two!
Meanwhile Malcolm was answering an enquiry just about
every over. Peter Petricola was batting enormously well Melbourne and Northcote Guard of Honour
and achieved a century – perhaps I was his good luck for Russ Turner’s 500th Premier Match
charm as over the many matches in which Peter and I
have been involved, I cannot remember him not scoring heavily.
Many times I have been at the Albert and had the Air Ambulance land at the Alfred Hospital but
this first day of play there were four events requiring small interruptions to play (yes Malcolm`s end
again!!!!!!) just in case a nick was to happen because there is no doubt it would have been
impossible to hear. How lucky are we to have such emergency agencies here in Melbourne?
Melbourne declared at 6/304 (Peter Petricola 113, Sam Brewin 56 n.o., Jackson Koop 52, Ash
Middlin 41 n.o., Jacob Walker 2/48, Nick Strangio 2/73). Northcote would have to bat for 7 overs.
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Towards the end of play the Melbourne CC Ladies rocked up after the Womens’ T20 Finals up at
the Harry Trott Oval and proceeded to stay for after-match drinks and if you think Malcolm wasn`t
in his element then I was obliged to take up the slack for both of us. Made a fun day even more
entertaining although we were at the ground a lot longer than normal as the Umpires’ Room
became the female shower for quite a while. I know what you are thinking and shame on you!!!!!
Peter Petricola from Melbourne addressed the gathering and acknowledged both Malcolm and me
for being still in the room, thanked us and gave a terrific speech about my longevity in the game.
Parking on Day 2 was a little easier for what reason I do not know. The St Kilda festival was on
both days of the weekend. Play started on time and once again Malcolm was doing a lot more
than just counting deliveries and calling over whilst this little turkey was working his way through
his joke book. There was a fly past of six planes around 11:45 am and Ash Middlin (captain of
Melbourne) politely advised me that Melbourne CC had organised it for the milestone match. I
could do no more than thank him. Perhaps the St Kilda festival had something to do with it.
The match was about to enter the afternoon phase and suddenly I was being asked questions
about ins and outs. Where did this come from? Maybe Malcolm had enough of the ‘working end’
and handballed to me? To maintain my reputation earned over all those previous matches the
Northcote skipper, Grant Waldron, suffered the raised finger and I had now entered famous
territory – 1066 ……and all that - the only time I raised my finger for the entire match with just a
few shakes of the head in the intervening period.
Northcote`s chase was unsuccessful with the innings being completed at 3:42 pm (extended play
at scheduled tea with 9 wickets down) on 208 (Nick Strangio 51, Tarwan Rennie 47, Will O`Brien
4/34, Brad Melville 3/27, Glenn Hannah 2/41).
Lasting memories of the match for me were the friendship shown by
both clubs, working with Malcolm and seeing him smile and
enjoying himself so much, Malcolm standing in chewing gum at
square leg and having it firmly stuck on his shoe, Malcolm
misplacing the locker key and having hours of torture trying to relive
in his mind where it may be, Malcolm whilst on the field of play
checking the gum on his shoe to see if the key was stuck there then
just before tidying up to have after-match drinks Malcolm finding the
key. Not sure if the relief on Malcolm`s face was for finding the key
or that the two days umpiring with Russ was finally over!
My thanks to everybody who has played a part in my journey, those
who played a part on both days and to my late parents for instilling a
culture to find humour in whatever I do. A particular thanks to Peter Smith for the pictures
included in this article and on the front cover.
Perhaps ‘do the basics extraordinarily well’ and ‘see them well’ works for many of us but for me
‘smile, and have fun’ resonates reasonably well.
Russ Turner
------------------------------------------------------
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THE CASE OF THE DANCING SPIDER
(WITH APOLOGIES TO SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE AND JAMES WATSON)
In mid-January of the year 2018 the erstwhile, but eccentric private detective Sherlock Holmes and
his faithful companion, John Watson, were examining a scene at the seaside hamlet of Frankston.
A sunny day, a sea breeze and many young men cavorting about in cricket creams did little to
dampen their enthusiasm for what would become a forensic examination of a dastardly crime.
The day began almost innocuously. Watson took six wooden implements out of a bin in what
should have been a safe and orderly location, secured
from the elements. Watson handed Holmes three of the
items to carry. As the pair walked to the middle of a large
field to erect a wooden version of the historic Stone
Henge, 22 yards apart, nothing seemed amiss. A short
time later, some young cricketers were hard at work
enthusiastically bowling, running, hitting and catching a
leather ball that resembled a full moon. That this took
place in and around the wooden implements previously
described, was of little consequence.
Holmes, standing near one set of implements spied an item on the rolled earth. One of the young
men, wearing strange items of padded protection and carrying a beating stick, recoiled in horror.
“Aaagh!” he screamed in terror. He seemed almost transfixed and certainly in no mood to
continue with his previous endeavours. The item moved
suddenly and changed direction towards Watson loitering
a short distance away. “My God!” exclaimed Watson, “A
spider!”
Not just any spider mind you, but a man-eating African
hunting spider known for ripping legs off and devouring
them without burping.
“Careful Watson”, warned Holmes, “this is an African
hunting spider, it kills in a hideous fashion. Keep well
clear. A pity we have no protection from those razor
sharp fangs.”
As the beast moved closer to the young man, Watson sprang to his defence. Moving stealthily, as
his years in the service of the Crown had taught him, Watson used his left shoe to fling the hairy,
horrible arachnid away from the youth.
All seemed well until another youth, hiding nearby,
shouted, “It’s run up his leg!” Watson, realising the
danger, began to jump from foot to foot as he hopped to
the edge of the field away from all humanity. Holmes
meanwhile calculated the odds of the spider latching on
to Watson’s leg and ripping his flesh asunder before
Watson either dislodged the spider or Holmes killed it
with a shot from his revolver. Such a shot would be
difficult, but not impossible.
Just then Watson called out in a relieved and exhausted exclamation. “Thank God Holmes, it’s
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gone.” The creature had been flung off Watson’s shin just as it tried to power itself up his leg
towards his knee and upper thigh. “I thought I was a goner then,” he said. “Where could it have
come from?” he asked Holmes.
“Africa, by boat to Melbourne, then train to Frankston. Hitching a ride on the wooden implements
we found. It hid in the bin before making a dash to freedom on the ones you carried.”
“How do you know all that?” queried Watson.
“Elementary, my dear Watson,” said Holmes, the insufferable know it all, who had not moved a
muscle to help Watson in his life and death struggle.
Alan McCarthy (aka Sherlock Holmes)
-------------------------------------------------------

MACCA’S BOOK REVIEW
The Australian Light Horse – Roland Perry (Hachette, Sydney, 2009) ISBN 978 0 7336 2748 4
At 3 pm on 31st October, 1917 outside Beersheba, the Australian Light Horse stood poised to
attack the wells of the town. The Waler horses had been without water for 36 hours and this
would be the third attempt to breach the line between Beersheba and Gaza in the past 20 months.
The Light Horse and British 5th Mounted Yeomanry had to attack before darkness fell at 5 pm. A
traditional mounted rifles attack with troopers dismounting and firing on the enemy trenches would
take too long to break into the town and prevent the Turkish and German defenders from blowing
up the wells and key installations.
Lieutenant General Harry Chauvel, 52 years old, had ridden horses from before he could
remember. He called for aerial photos of the Turkish positions before deciding on which brigade
would start the attack. He had not favoured the Australian brigades during the campaign so far
but this time he awarded the honour of leading the attack to Brigadier General William Grant of the
4th Brigade. If they failed to take the wells of Beersheba it was a 12-hour ride to the water at Asluj
for men and horses alike.
As the Turkish Maxim machine gunners adjusted their sights to fire on the Light Horse
3 kilometres away the British Artillery fired and killed many of the Turkish troops manning machine
gun nests. Two German planes swooped and fired at the advancing horsemen but in the growing
darkness they could not drop bombs with any accuracy. As the lead scouts galloped over the
Turkish trenches they brushed aside the snipers and riflemen aiming for the gun crews trying to
wheel away machine guns and artillery.
Of the 17 wells at Beersheba containing 400,000 litres of water, two were blown by the German
defenders along with an ammunition dump, locomotive and a flour mill. The 27-year-old German
engineer tasked with blowing up the wells, had recently taken over from the chief engineer and
didn’t know which switch did what. As he was about to throw the remaining switches, two Light
Horsemen rode up, smashed down the door and levelled their revolvers at him. Given a choice
between glory and life – he chose life.
The attack had taken only one hour. It had given the new Commander-in-Chief of the Egyptian
Expeditionary Force, General Sir Edmund Allenby, the confidence to use the 30,000 Australian
Light Horse and English cavalry to sweep the Turkish and German forces out of the Middle East.
The Turks had considered the charge “madness”.
Alan McCarthy
-----------------------------------------------------
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VCAUSA CALENDAR
The ongoing VCAUSA calendar for 2017-18, as far as is known at this stage is as follows:
Date
Activity
Tuesday, 20 February, CV
Training
&
2018
Development
Night,
7:00 pm
Wednesday, 28 February, Restaurant Night, 7:00 pm
2018
Tuesday, 6 March, 2018
CoM Meeting, 7:30 pm at
home of Tony Ventura
Sunday, 11 March, 2018
Tuesday, 13 March, 2018

Saturday, 31 March, 2018
Friday, 27 April, 2018,
7:00 for 7:30 pm start
Thursday, 24 May, 2018
Sunday, 10 June, 2018

Social Cricket Match vs Mt
Waverley Vets
CV
Training
&
Development
Night,
7:00 pm
Grand Final Tent, Junction
Oval
VCAUSA Annual Dinner
and Presentation Night
Theatre Night, Whitehorse
Theatre, Nunawading
VCAUSA/SACUSA Joint
Planning Meeting

Notes
BBQ commencing at 6:00 pm at
Junction Oval
Upalis, Glen Waverley (see
details below)
Email
tony.ventura@hydrochem.om.au
should you wish to attend
10:30 am for 11:00 am start
Junction
Oval
Umpires only)

(for

Finals

11:00 am – 4:00 pm
Venuto Club, Bulleen
Guys & Dolls (refer to
advertisement on page 11)
Penola, S.A. Planning for
Crockett Shield, Easter, 2019

VCAUSA RESTAURANT NIGHT
Where? Upali’s, 248 Blackburn Road, Glen Waverley
When? Wednesday, 28th February, 2018, at
7:00 pm
Cost?

Members & Partners $30.00 per
person
Non-Members

$35.00

(includes

banquet menu and drinks)
Contact to Book? collinsjs1@bigpond.com
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